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Abstract
Bioinformatics is the scientific field that focuses on the
application of computer technology to the management
of biological information. Over the years, bioinformatics applications have been used to store, process and
integrate biological and genetic information, using a
wide range of methodologies. One of the most de novo
techniques used to understand the physical movements
of atoms and molecules is molecular dynamics (MD).
MD is an in silico method to simulate the
physical motions of atoms and molecules under certain
conditions. This has become a state strategic technique
and now plays a key role in many areas of exact sciences, such as chemistry, biology, physics and medicine. Due to their complexity, MD calculations could
require enormous amounts of computer memory and

time and therefore their execution has been a big problem. Despite the huge computational cost, molecular
dynamics have been implemented using traditional
computers with a central memory unit (CPU).
A graphics processing unit (GPU) computing
technology was first designed with the goal to improve
video games, by rapidly creating and displaying images in a frame buffer such as screens. The hybrid GPUCPU implementation, combined with parallel computing is a novel technology to perform a wide range of
calculations. GPUs have been proposed and used to
accelerate many scientific computations including MD
simulations. Herein, we describe the new methodologies developed initially as video games and how they
are now applied in MD simulations.

Introduction

ated rapidly, as opposed to traditional biological methods (Balatsos et al. 2012, Palaiomylitou et al. 2008,
Sellis et al. 2009, Vlachakis 2009).
In order to understand the cellular and biomolecular activities, the biological data must be combined to form a comprehensive picture of these activities (Attwood et al. 2011). Bioinformaticians have
been developing computationally intensive techniques
that can process biological data, including nucleotide
sequences, amino acid sequences, 3D structures and
biological signals and images. Major research efforts
in the field include pattern recognition, sequence alignment, protein structure analysis (alignment – prediction), phylogenetic analysis, molecular dynamics, homology modelling, genome analysis, genome wide
association studies, drug design and drug discovery.
Furthermore, there are many predictive techniques spe-

The sharp increase in biological data, the need for its
analysis and the increased interest of the scientific
community to understand the structural and biological
processes of biomolecules were the main reasons for
the development of bioinformatics. The first milestone
of this field was in 1970 when Paulien Hogewed
studed information processes in biotic systems (Hesper
& Hogeweg 1970).
Later in 1980s, the term
“bioinformatics” was used in genome analysis data to
refer to in silico methods (Fago et al. 1992). Nowadays, bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary science incorporating computer science, biology, math and physics that develops novel methods applied in biological
data. The biological knowledge that we can extract
using in silico methods is significant and can be generJournal of Molecular Biochemistry (2014) 3, 64-71
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cific to gene expression and protein-protein interaction. Herein, we focus on MD techniques.
The first step in MD was the study of the macroscopic dynamic spheres by theoretical physicists in
the late 1950s (Alder & Wainwright 1959). Later, given the theory that atoms and molecules are allowed to
interact, MD simulations were applied to describe their
physical movements in the context of N-body simulations, something that would be very difficult before the
invention of computers (Mesirov et al. 1996). MD
simulations can be extracted from two parameters. The
first parameter, the potential energy function is estimated from the energy that grows between the bonded
and non-bonded atoms in a molecule. The second parameter is the dynamics function that is computed
from the forces between the atoms. Additionally, in
order to achieve better accuracy, in many in silico
methods, the kinetic energy of atoms in a specific temperature is also calculated.
MD simulation techniques are important methods for discovering the natural 3D structure and function of biological macromolecules. During the last 10
years a great effort has been used to link the structure
and the function of biomolecules. Dynamic models
provide significant information about the internal motion and conformational changes of a macromolecule,
which play a major role in its function. Despite the
inflexible structure models constructed to understand
the physical shape of macromolecules in 3D space,
MD simulations are applied to get more information
about their functionality. Furthermore, MD simulations
models provide the structural dynamic properties of
molecules and the conformational transitions that they
undergo (Karplus & McCammon 2002) such as molecular prediction and drug design (Sellis et al. 2012,
Vangelatos et al. 2009, Vlachakis et al. 2012).
The number of studies that use MD simulations has increased during the last 10 years due to the
growing availability of programs and computer power.
However, the design of a dynamic model still requires
a large amount of computer power. The duration of a
simulation must be relevant to the timescale of the natural process being studied. A simulation of (n) particles has a complexity of O(n2), if all pairwise electrostatic and van der Waals interactions are accounted for
explicitly. Therefore, the simulation of a macromolecule dynamic model in a traditional computer with a
CPU requires a total time spanning from days to years.
In order to reduce time cost, scientists have applied
electrostatic methodologies. A novel idea has been
applied in the last years, incorporating video games
technology such as parallel programming and GPUS
on molecular dynamic simulations (Vlachakis & Kossida 2013, Vlachakis et al. 2012).
Many available technologies were invented to
serve purposes different to which they are currently
used for. Despite the fact that GPU-CPU implementation and parallel computing were developed as video
games technologies, it became clear that they are the

means to perform a wide range of calculations and
therefore have been applied in many scientific fields to
solve computational problems. A GPU has more transistors than the average CPU. The application of parallel programming using GPUs in MD simulations has
the significant benefit of a time cost significantly reduced by many times, as compared to CPUs. In the
present review we describe the general information
about the usage of GPU and parallel programming in
the MD field.

The advent of the GPU
Assuming that x=GP; y=U; z=(x (√y))², then z equals
what? By performing these arithmetic operations on
x*y (GPU), the correct answer is z=GPGPU. In the
early 80's, Intel created the precursor of graphics processing unit, the iSBX 275 Video Graphics Controller
Multimodule Board, designed for industrial systems
based on the Multibus standard. After almost twenty
years, in 1999, GPU emerged, with NVIDIA marketing the GeForce 256 as “the world's first GPU”. It is a
circuit similar to CPU that is composed of a processor,
a RAM and an I/O system, designed specifically for
performing the complex mathematical and geometric
calculations that are necessary for graphics performance (Kirk & Hwu 2010). The main target of this
creation was the video game industry, which had a
need for a rapid processor to produce images and
graphics. Initially, computer graphics were in two dimensions (2D) and after several years, 3D computer
games were developed. Some of the fastest GPUs have
more transistors than the average CPU. Nowadays,
every widely used technological innovation has a GPU
installed (Alerstam et al. 2010, Hoang et al. 2013,
Sharma et al. 2011). One picture is worth a thousand
words; that is probably the phrase that Nvidia's people
had in mind back in 2007, when they decided to develop CUDA, i.e. compute unified device architecture.
CUDA is a framework for parallel computing and programming, which allows the developers to use GPUs
not solely for graphics processing but for overall use,
known as GPGPU, or general-purpose GPU. GPGPU
was a simple idea, but the principal purpose of the construction of GPUs made this a difficult conception.

Molecular dynamics simulations: from CPU to
GPU
The main apothegm of the comparison between GPU
and CPU is that the architecture of the former focuses
in executing a number of simultaneous threads, while
the CPU executes only one thread in a heartbeat,
which gives GPU a head start (Owens et al. 2008). As
a result, it is feasible for a single GPU to replace several CPU cluster nodes and make parallel and quick calculations without waiting for shared resources. That
allows for a better execution of complex algorithms
and a more efficient management of big data. Further-
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more, a graphics unit has less financial and electrical
power requirements, so the creation of a supercomputer using GPUs instead of CPUs indemnifies the need
for immense rooms filled with computers. The installation of a second GPU duplicates the parallelism of programming. Thus, it is now possible to fit a GPU supercomputer in a university lab (Stone et al. 2010).
Additionally, the GPU has impressive ﬂoatingpoint capabilities and high memory bandwidth. It gives
the opportunity of optimized memory access, controlled execution configuration and direct management
of the cores through a few lines of code. Towards this
end, the direct connection between GPUs and motherboards leads to a more trustworthy performance (Ueng
et al. 2008). The intelligent, innovative technology of
GPUs was extended beyond the game industry so as to
be utilized by the sciences. This gave computational
chemistry and biology researchers the opportunity to
expand the horizons of scientific exploration. Specifically, MD, quantum chemistry, visualization and docking applications run even 5 times faster on a GPU's
CUDA cores in comparison to CPU's cores (Murakami
et al. 2010).
MD simulations require a lot of complex arithmetic operations that sometimes lead to numerical errors, result bias, wrong reports and even nonpolyonimic (NP) complete problems (Browna et al.
2012). Before the discovery of CUDA and GPGPU,
GPUs have been used only for the imaging procedure
of the molecular structures and the execution of MD
simulations could take from hours to days to finish.
The solution was provided by the GPGPU, as the
GPUs have a lot of arithmetic units which can work in
parallel, each doing an arithmetic operation while collaborating with each other. From the beginning of
GPU coding to present, the programming rush continues to grow dramatically. The number of GPU based
applications has almost reached 200, which is a 60 per
cent increase in two years. The top ranked GPU applicable programs have been designed for MD, drug design, quantum chemistry, climate, weather and physics
(NVIDIA Corporation, 2014).
In the field of MD, programmers and scientists
have taken several steps towards this direction. Many
programs based on GPGPU have been developed, supporting even multi-GPU simulations. This innovation
unfolds many opportunities for the future, especially
for smaller research units. It reduces the time required
for the procedures and the necessary funds for research, promoting the development of new applications and scientific progress. Recently, a group from
Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona developed
GPUGRID, a project based on distributed computing
systems, made of many GPUs all over the world, connected on a network for the implementation of biomedical research (Buch et al. 2010). GPUGRID is a
volunteer network, running on BOINC, an open source
software platform developed at the University of California, Berkeley. GPUGRID executes MD simulations

designed to run on NVIDIA’s CUDA suitable GPUs.
CUDA and OpenCL share the main central
idea but also have several differences. CUDA consists
of a proprietary hardware architecture, an internal security assessor (ISA), a programming language, an
application programming interface (API), a software
development kit (SDK) and different tools. CUDA
supports several operating systems, but a lot of its
functionalities depend on NVidia. On the other hand,
OpenCL is an OpenAPI and a language speciﬁcation,
which is supports multiple GPU companies such as
Apple, NVidia, AMD and IBM. Most of the OpenCL
capacities depend on the implemented vendor
(Scarpino 2012).

Current trends in molecular dynamics
The growing amount of programs related to MD in
combination with the available computing power has
led to an increase in the number of MD studies. During
the last 10 years the publications using MD have increased from six thousand to twenty six thousand
(Figure 1). In total, the published studies that use MD
have reached seventeen thousand. An extensive analysis of MD studies in a short review is therefore not
achievable; however the significant current trends in
this field will be reported.
MD simulations using GPU can now rapidly
track processes. Many of those processes occur in less
than a millisecond and can provide useful information
concerning relevant biological systems in atomic resolution. Dynamic models have a significant impact on
drug discovery, resolving many problems of the pharmaceutical industry. Molecular dynamics have been
used in a numerous drug design studies, providing
efficient methods and simulations (Papageorgiou et al.
2013, Vlachakis et al. 2014, Vlachakis & Kossida
2013, Vlachakis et al. 2013). Furthermore, MD simulations have increased the knowledge of molecular biology and have led to more successful clinical trials.
Dynamic models can provide significant molecular information concerning individual particle motions in time. In comparison to in vitro experiments, an
in silico MD simulation is less expensive, more accurate and less time consuming. MD has many applications in a variety of studies. Recently, MD simulations
were carried out to analyze the base of ligand selectivity of estrogen receptors (Hu & Wang 2014). Moreover, MD methods in combination with other methods
are used to investigate the conformational behavior of
peptides (Kulkarni & Ojha 2014). Additionally, the
mechanical behavior of osteopontin-hydrixapatite interfaces is investigated using MD methods in order to
understand the nanomechanics of bones and develop
new artificial biological materials (Lai et al. 2014).
Similarly, MD were used to simulate the cardiac troponin core domain complex, in order to understand the
structural details of troponin switching (Jayasundar et
al. 2014). Another significant aspect of such simula-
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Figure 1. Pubmed publications related to molecular dynamics from 2003 to 2013.

tions is that they are completely controlled by the user
so by altering, elaborating and removing specific parametes their properties can be examined.
The groundbreaking idea to share complicated,
unsolved scientific problems through a video game
with the public sounds like a science fiction scenario.
However, this extremist idea has been recently applied
in practice. In a recent example, computer gamers
solved a problem in HIV research that had been puzzling scientist for years, in only three weeks of continuous gaming (Lv et al. 2013). This radiant idea could
be applied to many other areas, such as molecular dynamics.

Benefits of parallel programming using GPU
Parallel programming is based on the assumption that
problems involving large volumes of data can be broken down into smaller parts, which can be resolved by
parallel redundant computations in each core (Almasi
& Gottlieb 1989). Parallel computing can utilize multiple processors or computers that work together to accomplish a common task. Each processor (or computer) implements a separate part of the cleaved problem.
This computational method has been the cornerstone
for solving problems that could not be resolved with
the use of a single CPU in real-time. Parallel computing, principally in the form of multi-core processors,
is the main model of programming in modern computer architecture (Asanovíc et al. 2006).
Recently computer engineers explored the applicability of parallel programming using GPUs
(Figure 2). Algorithms running on GPUs can often
accelerate the calculation speed up to 100 times compared to common CPUs, enabling the development of

several applications for neural networks, MD, physics
simulations and countless other fields. However, it is
essential to note that the benefits of GPU computing
cannot be reached without the combinational work of
the GPU with the CPU. Each unit is developed for different types of computing. CPUs have few cores that
make it very effective in single-threaded serial processing, while GPUs have thousands of small cores
developed for parallel computing. The reason behind
such large increase in GPUs performance is their built,
which is based on an escalating array of multithreaded
Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs). Each one of GPU
multiprocessors can carry out hundreds or even thousands of threads simultaneously. The architecture used
to empower the administration of such a big number of
threads is called single-instruction, multiple-thread
(SIMT). This ability for parallel computing allows
GPUs to fragment large and complex tasks into several
small tasks, which run separately and contemporaneously on different threads of different multiprocessors
(Papangelopoulos et al. 2014).

Available GPUs for parallel programming
Presently, there are several commercialized, CUDAenabled GPUs adopted on desktops and notebooks,
equally. The top ranked GPUs are mostly promoted by
NVIDIA (Figure 3). For instance, GeForce 750, GTX
750, GTX 750 TI for desktop and GTX 850M, 840M,
830M for notebook users. These GPUs can attain the
dominant computational capability, as is shown on
NVidia's web page. GeForce GTX 860M has been released in two editions, the former with compute capability up to 5, and the latest up to 3, which depends on
the number of CUDA cores. Addressed to the purchas-
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ing public, NVidia is promoting Quadro and Tesla relevant products (NVIDIA Corporation, 2014). Particularly, Quadro GPUs specialise in professional visualization while Tesla in high-end imaging for technical
and scientific computing. However, they do not
achieve the highest score in the range of GPU computing. Indicatively, Tesla K40, K20 and Quadro K6000
gather the highest score (3.5) of these families. Other
GPUs companies are Intel, Qualcomm, AMD, Altera
and Samsung, which are able to implement GPGPU
only by OpenCL (Stone et al. 2010).
OpenCL is the dominant open GPGPU programming language, even though GPGPU can be accelerated by modifying most commonly used programming languages, libraries and compilers. Some of these
programming languages are C and C++ which use the
NVCC compiler and, together with some addendums,
are the base of the CUDA platform. Almost every high
level programming language can be accelerated though
C wrappers and swig. Most commonly used languages
linked to CUDA are Fortran CUDA, PyCUDA, JCUDA, JCUBLAS and JCUFFT, Haskell, KAPPACUDA,
Ruby, Python, Perl, GPULLIB and MATLAB, each
one of which uses a specific compiler and certain libraries. (Rudy et al. 2011). Vector is a new GPGPU
programming language developed by Howard Mao
and his team, who also developed a compiler that compiles Vector into CUDA (Resch 2010). Another coding
language is CHESTNUT, which is a GPU programming language for non-experts as its developers characterize it (Stromme et al. 2012). The CUDA compute
capability plays a significant role in the selection of the
programming language. Namelya compute capability
of 1.x can be used with C and some simple extensions
while compute capability of 2.x can be used with C++.
Finally, there exists Harlan; a new GPGPU programming language introduced by Eric Holk and his laboratory team (Holk et al. 2011).

Molecular dynamics simulators on CPU and
GPU
As a result of this ever-growing trend, many programs
which can implement several MD methods were developed, either using both CPU and GPU or using only
GPU. Examples of this software are listed in Table 1,
accompanied by their principal characteristics. As is
apparent from the fifth column of the table, each program that is able to run a simulation on both GPU and
CPU is superior in speed. Thus, when the simulation is
running on a GPU, it requires less time to complete the
task. Finally, the immediacy of each application depends on the habits and the skills of each user. If the
user is not familiar with the command prompt, the best
solution is to choose a program that provides a GUI
interface. The program selection also depends on the
operating system in which the user wants to install the
program and the reasons for installing it.

Figure 2. Diagram of Cuda parallel programming using
GPU (Johnson and Vijayalakshmi 2013).

On the other hand, there are plenty of disadvantages in using CUDA. It can be accelerated only
through NVIDIA’s GPUs. Thus ATI’s, AMD’s and
other users are barred from this technology. The time
bottleneck which can come up at the communication
between GPU and CPU still exists. Perhaps a huge
progress has taken place in the area of research and
development, but the number of GPU users is stable.
CUDA is still under development and it is not known
whether it will consolidate the marketplace or more
problems will arise and CUDA will hit rock bottom
(Che et al. 2008, Pan et al. 2008).

Conclusion
Video games were the starting point of GPU technology. GPUs caused a temporary retreat in the course of
CPU-based computer technology. The many benefits
of parallel programming and GPUs gained the interest
of many scientists. GPGPU is a very promising computing technology, which holds plenty to offer in every
field of science, especially in bioinformatics. Many
applications running on GPUs have already been constructed and a plethora of researchers is involved in
this programming method. Nowadays, there is a wide
range of techniques performed with parallel programming and GPUs. The combination of GPU video game
technology with molecular dynamics simulations revolutionalized computational biology and drug discovery. Additionally, many computational issues have
been solved such as the issue of time and computing
power. In the near future a superabundance of achievements through GPU molecular dynamics is expected to
occur. One of them could be the understanding of the
relations between 3D structure, dynamic model and
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Figure 3. Memory Bandwidth for the CPU and GPU (NVIDIA, 2014).

functionality of a molecule. Drug discovery and design, genomics and computational chemistry are some
of the areas most expected to adopt this programming
architecture.
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Table 1. Main softwares using GPU for MD.
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GUI
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Graphi
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Service

OS
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Parallel molecular dynamics pro-gram for
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YES
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NO (YES
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(YES
through
VMD)
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YES

NO

3-10x
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Computational chemistry and MD simulations project

Linux, Windows,
MacOS, FreeBSD
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YES

NO

YES
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YES
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Linux, Windows,
MacOS
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YES

NO
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Linux
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NO

YES
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Linux, Windows, Solaris

Package for MD simulations

Linux
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------
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(using
aninterface)

TeraChem

YES
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YES
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Linux
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10x
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interface), Windows
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YES (multiGPU support)
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A program for modeling, analyzing, visualizing biomolecu-les, it is intergrated with
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MacOS, Solaris

WHAT IF

YES
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------
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A visualizer for MD using an interface

Linux, Windows (under
conditions)
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